Homework 4. Answers to Parts I-II.

Part I.

Complement infinitive:
‘Vader will need to fly some ship; which one is it?’

```
  which
    
  ship
    
  will
    
  Vader
    
  need
    
  to
    
  fly
    
  t
```

Purpose infinitive:
‘Which ship will Vader need in order to fly?’

```
  which
    
  ship
    
  will
    
  Vader
    
  need
    
  to
    
  fly
    
  t
```

Part II.

a) Sentence (3) (the beastlich mon secheth for to fallen in this put) probably has a complement infinitive.

b) Sentence (2) (he went into Naples for to conquer it) has a purpose infinitive.